Update--Situation Red Dot

Be sure to check my website every day: www.annavonreitz.com for material and information you won't be able to see on Facebook because they are control junkies breaking the Public Law. And they think they won't be held to account for it.

Let the Thought Police and Modern Day Corporate Nazis get what they deserve --- a nice, politically correct boycott that slices their profits and data collection activities right in the rump. Hurt them where it hurts them and prepare for the Mother of all Court Actions.

Always remember the motto of the BBC: "Listen and Obey" --- there's a reason for that. The BBC was born as a propaganda provider, designed to provide the Brits with an attractive story line about their government and culture during time of war.

When the war was over, the BBC just kept on spewing propaganda, trying to put a positive spin on the hypocrisy and immorality of the British Government and the confusion and often, the misery, of the people who live in "England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales" and in "Great Britain" and in "the UK" ---- and half a dozen other imaginary places all at the same time.

Screw your heads on and set your Shinola Sensors on High, Campers.

Those in the British Isles, Australia, and Canada -- brace for impact and be aware of the con game coming at you courtesy of Buckingham Palace and HSBC, and of course, the "Common Wealth" ---that is, Slush Fund--- interests in Rome.

As in America, the Brits will soon see their names being bastardized and "represented" in noticeably different ways. They may appear in all capital letters, but in reverse order. They may appear with odd spellings or with or without punctuation. They may even appear in "mixed forms" of Upper and Lower Case and all Capitals, like this: Mary Ann HOLDER.

As in America, private bill collectors will be making the rounds and trying to secure "implied contracts" with those who are not up to speed and who fail to notice that "the names have changed" --- and not to protect the innocent.

Each such change breaks the chain of title and contract. It is definitely time to speak up and say, "Who the.... are you?" and "I don't have any contract with you."

That has to be your story and you have to stick to it, or you will be stuck paying off the very exorbitant bills and mortgages of Great Uncle Ambrose, the Queen, the British Crown, and the BBC.
The Fix is also in to turn each and every one of you into a "patented GMO Product" wholly owned by the vicious criminals in back of the whole current fiasco.

Here is what the Nuremberg Code has to say about it:

Article 6, Section 1: Any preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic medical intervention is only to be carried out with the prior, free and informed consent of the person concerned, based on adequate information. [Hard to get on FB or on the Mainstream "news".] The consent should, where appropriate, be express and may be withdrawn by the person at any time and for any reason without disadvantage or prejudice.

Article 6, Section 3: In no case should a collective community agreement or the consent of a community leader or other authority substitute for an individual's informed consent.

"In no case...." Hear that, FB, you Nazi f-witz? Not even the almighty "community standards" or the agreement of Mark Z. or even Bad Boris' nod stands against the "Just Say No" of plain old Grandmothers in places like Chatham and Big Lake, Alaska.

That's what we decided at Nuremberg and that's what we are here to enforce.

-----------------------------

See this article and over 2800 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal buttons on this website.